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2021 Fifth Wheel Grand Design Reflection $72,300
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Description Stock #298522 - 2021 Grand Design Reflection (303RLS) in Great Condition
w/Very Nice LayoutLike-new 2021 Grand Design Reflection used once comes
with a Reese hitch and is ready for all seasons with heated holding tanks and
enclosed low point drains.The living area features a sofa/sleeper, theater-styled
recliners with heat, massage, and LED lights, an entertainment center with a 40"
LED TV, Jensen stereo system with CD/DVD/Bluetooth and surround sound. In
addition, stay warm with the 40" recessed electric fireplace.The kitchen features
an island with a deep stainless steel sink, a large 3-burner cooktop, oven,
convection microwave, double-door refrigerator, pantry, and coffee bar with tons
of countertop space, cabinets, and drawers to store all your kitchen essentials.
The dining area features a table, two chairs, and a bench with storage below.The
bath features a vanity with a stainless steel sink, medicine cabinet, porcelain
toilet, above the toilet storage cabinet, a corner shower with glass doors with a
skylight, and a pocket door leading into the bedroom for privacy.The master
bedroom features a queen bed, storage over and under the bed, bedside tables
with reading lights, a large mirrored wardrobe/linen closet, and a small chest of
drawers. With the 2nd AC in the bedroom, you will never have to worry about
being hot.On the exterior, enjoy two awnings, outdoor speakers, automatic
leveling, two propane tanks, large pass-thru storage, and additional storage in the
front compartment. Also, enjoy the All-in-one docking station for all your water
hookups, cable and exterior shower, and tank flushes. In addition, it is prepped for
solar, a backup camera, and has a roof access ladder.If you are looking for a
solid fifth wheel that you can take with you in any weather, look no further. Bring
us an offer today! Your Adventure Awaits!We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be
accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is got married & now have
2.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss
this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 298522
VIN Number: rvusa-298522
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 30

Item address 76028, Burleson, Texas, United States
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